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Hardware Configuration: ›  Avnet has the certifications and 
expertise to provide complete hardware configuration
Software Configuration: ›  Avnet Integration Services provide 
application loading, configuration, and set up
Packaging and Logistics: ›  Utilize Avnet’s packaging services to 
develop a turnkey solution
Maintenance: ›  Avnet’s maintenance program offers many flexible 
options for managing your maintenance needs
LCD Displays: ›  Avnet offers an array of flat panel LCDs and a full 
range of complementary value-added services
Custom Cable Assembly: ›  Avnet has the ability to meet detailed 
specifications across a variety of assemblies

Avnet Electronics Marketing
2211 South 47th Street • Phoenix, AZ 85248 
800-408-8353
www.em.avnet.com/designfortime

Integration Center

Avnet simplifies and streamlines the solution development 
and delivery process by providing Integration Services 
that enable OEMs, system builders, and system integra-
tors to maximize their existing resources, operate more 
efficiently, and reduce costs associated with new product 
development.

Avnet’s Integration Services can be employed at select 
stages or throughout the development of the complete 
solution. Our capabilities include hardware configura- 
tion, software configuration, packaging, and logistics and 
maintenance.

With bi-coastal integration facilities in Phoenix, AZ and 
Boston, MA, Avnet ensures all integration requirements 
are met. The Avnet engineering team can sort through 
the technologies on the market and identify the best 
options for your design.

For more information, contact: customer.care@avnet.com RSC# 37057 @ www.mil-embedded.com/rsc

Manufacturing services
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Simultaneous capture from 4 composite video sources ›

Total capture rate of 60 frames per second from all channels   ›
for NTSC

Full frame rate capture on all channels in monochrome or scaled  ›
down modes

Multiple output formats and resolutions ›

Powered through USB ›

Easy to use API; multiple units supported by the driver ›

Sensoray
7313 SW Tech Center Drive • Portland, OR 97223 
503-684-8005
www.sensoray.com

Model 2255

The latest USB frame grabber from Sensoray, Model 2255, 
successfully fills the industry need for a multichannel,  
low-latency, USB video capture device. Boasting an impres-
sive total capture rate of 60 frames per second (fps), the 
2255 allows for simultaneous video capture of up to  
4 composite NTSC or PAL video sources at 15 fps or 2 chan-
nels at a full 30 fps. Full frame rate capture is possible 
across all channels simultaneously using monochrome or 
scaled down modes. The overall latency is no more than 
50 ms for NTSC and 60 ms for PAL.

The 2255 is powered through the USB 2.0 connection on 
a PC, eliminating the need for an external power supply. 
The supplied SDK includes Linux and Windows, the API, 
and a demo program. The driver supports multiple units.

For more information, contact: melissa@sensoray.com RSC# 32902 @ www.mil-embedded.com/rsc

Frame grabbers




